
 

 

ONE  MAN  SHOWS: 

„Dominic Finley‟s ‘The songs and story of Neil Diamond’, is an exciting and informative One Man Show that 

pays homage to one of the worlds most loved performers and songwriters. The audience is taken on a journey 

through time with stunning acoustic renditions of classic Diamond compositions such as Sweet Caroline, 

Crunchy Granola Suite, Song Sung Blue and Red Red Wine.The show is proving to be extremely popular in 

Australia, which is hardly surprising when you consider that Neil Diamond‟s Hot August Night album spent a 

staggering 29 weeks at number 1 in the Australian charts, and that Diamond‟s final concert of his 1976 

Australian Tour (The “Thank You Australia” Concert) remains to this day this country‟s most-watched music 

event! 

The show is presented by Dominic Finley, a British singer-songwriter, Australian Migrant, and a former member 

of the eighties chart toppers Cutting Crew, most known for their massive number 1 hit (I just) Died In Your Arms. 

Dominic has also released three solo albums, had three of his music tutor books published, and performed all 

over the world as a touring/session musician. During the show, Neil Diamond‟s music is performed in a 

chronological order with songs from the mid-sixties „bang records‟ days such as: Solitary Man, Cherry Cherry 

and Girl You’ll be a woman soon, right through to the multi-platinum selling Jazz Singer album, which includes 

Love on the Rocks and America. Other songs such as  I am… I Said, Done too soon, and Porcupine Pie are 

also taken in along the way, and laced with facts and stories about this iconic figure from the music world, the 

legendary Neil Diamond. 



There are three different shows on offer when booking Dominic… Here are the options… 

 

       SHOW 1:  THE SONGS AND THE STORY OF NEIL DIAMOND 

 

Description: 

“Dominic‟s unique ability to morph his own powerful talents as a singer and musician into the character of Neil 

Diamond is uncanny.” 

Bob Cheevers (Emmy winning Nashville songwriter) 

A journey through time from 1965 when Neil Diamond became a staff writer on Broadway, right through the year 

of 1980, which saw the release of „The Jazz Singer‟. Dominic‟s dynamic guitar skills and rich voice allow playing 

this great show completely acoustically. Ideal for Theatres, RSL Clubs, Arts centres, morning melodies, and any 

event with a seated audience. 

 



SHOW 2:   NEIL DIAMOND’S  HOT AUGUST NIGHT 

‘THE ANNIVERSARY TRIBUTE CONCERT’ 

 

Description: 

Dominic celebrates the anniversary of Neil Diamond‟s Hot August Night album each year in the month of 

August, by touring this vibrant acoustic show. One in three Australian homes has a copy of Hot August Night, 

and on its first release back in 1972, it spent a staggering 29 weeks at number 1!  

The show is suitable for any event with a seated audience. 

 

“…a most illuminating and enjoyable journey into an era of Neil Diamond‟s life… Dominic Finley is 

without doubt an exceptional musician”     Pauline Petrus (Freelance journalist) 

 

 



SHOW 3: FOREVER IN BLUE JEANS 

 

Description: 

A condensed version of the other two shows rolled into one, and minus the dialog of Neil‟s life story. This show 

is always a hit at parties and functions!  Dominic performs songs from all five decades of Neil‟s career, and the 

show lends itself mainly towards lively private and corporate events, as opposed to a seated theatre style 

audience. 

 “An amazing journey back in time.  A „must see‟ for any Neil Diamond fan” Thomas MacKay (3MDR FM) 

 

 

 


